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Ixonia, WI—Bryant Products, Inc., announces Tamara Wilson has been named executive vice 
president of Bryant Products, where she has served in sales and 
marketing positions since 2002. The company designs and 
manufactures components for conveyor systems used around 
the world. 

“Tamara has extensive knowledge about our business and is 
well respected in the material handling industry nationwide,” 
said Fred Thimmel, president of Bryant Products. “Her strate-
gies and efforts have helped this company achieve new levels of 
solving customer needs. I’m confident her skills will continue to 
benefit our customers and, thus, make Bryant Products even 
stronger.” 

Wilson, who holds a degree in marketing management from 
Alverno College in Milwaukee, had previously served as vice 
president of sales and marketing. She earlier had served in customer service and purchasing 
roles, and is active in the Conveyor Equipment Manufacturers Association (CEMA). 

“It’s exciting to see where Bryant Products is headed, and energizing to be able to help define 
that direction and be part of a great team,” Wilson said. “We have talented and creative people 
devoted to quality at all levels of our process,” she added. “Because of that, even our standard 
components exhibit the high quality that leading material handling companies demand.” 

Bryant Products, founded in 1981, produces precision conveyor components, take-up frames, 
pulleys, rollers, and specialty machinery for warehousing, distribution, mining, and baggage 
applications. The company, which has several patents, including for its AirForm brand of tape-
red steel conveyor rollers and precision formed convey pulleys and print rolls, and is known 
for its innovation and quick response to customer requests.  

 

 

 

Erie, PA—The Eriez Quick Ship Program matches stocked conveyors with Xtreme® Metal Detector 
apertures to enable quick assembly and delivery within one to two weeks.  American-made Xtreme 
Metal detectors provide users with the highest level of protection against ferrous and nonferrous metal 
contamination..  To learn more about this program, visit http://ow.ly/LymYQ.   
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Morris, MN—Superior Industries, announces that Version 12.0 of the telescoping radial 
stacker automation program software has been released!  While the updated program 
does not affect the physical function of the machine, the appearance of the software re-
ceived a major makeover. 
 
The new, user-friendly screen design is equipped with bolder graphics and modern on-
screen buttons to help users navigate the software more easily. In addition, says Supe-
rior’s in-house programmers, navigation was tweaked to help improve the user experi-
ence. Also new, the automation software is now equipped with onscreen access to the 
TeleStacker Conveyor owner’s manual and a running meter that reports the unit’s motor 
hours. 
 
According to the company, TeleStacker Conveyors dating all the way back to 1997 can be upgraded; however, existing owners 
should contact their Superior dealers for more information. 
 
Superior Industries engineered and manufactured its first TeleStacker Conveyor back in 1997 and has since gained a reputation 
as the market leader in telescoping conveyor technology. The manufacturer was first to incorporate and later patent FD Axle 
technology for fast transitions from transport to stockpiling modes. Superior also holds current design patents covering the 
TeleStacker Conveyor’s undercarriage support, stinger conveyor support rollers, sealing system and Chevron® Pulley.  For more 
information about this product, contact:  Corey Poppe, Marketing Communications Manager, corey.poppe@superior-ind.com, 
310.589.2406. 
  
	
 

Morris, MN—Superior Industries, announces the hire of a 36-year aggregate industry veteran Doug Lam-
bert.  In March, Lambert was appointed to a role as a sales and application engineer in the manufacturer’s 
new construction management division.  Mr. Lambert will continue to make his home in Tennessee.  Lam-
bert comes to Superior after spending the last eight years as a regional sales manager for Terex Minerals 
Processing Systems.  His roots in the construction aggregate industry are deep.  Lambert’s grandfather 
founded Lambert Brothers Crushed Stone, which merged with Vulcan Materials in the late 1950’s and Lam-
bert himself joined Vulcan in 1980 in several roles including positions in quality, sales and plant management.  He will work 
alongside Jason Adams in the company’s new construction management division. 
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Fort Smith, ARK—Baldor Electric Company has recently named Chris Keyser its Vice President of Chan-
nel Management & Industry/Packaged Solutions.  In this role, Chris will be responsible for developing 
and leading Baldor’s channel management strategies and initiatives for both distributors and OEMs, 
supporting end users through an industry-focused approach, and creating a strategic packaged solu-
tions offering. 

Chris began his career with the company in 1991.  He has held several positions with the company, 
including National Account Manager, Product Manager, Regional Sales Manager and Director—
Business Development.  Chris has a bachelor’s degree in industrial distribution from Texas A&M Uni-
versity and an MBA from Western Michigan University. 
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Neponset, IL—Martin Engineering, has redesigned an integral conveyor transfer point component to 
eliminate worker entry into the chute box for safer replacement, easier maintenance and reduced 
downtime.  Conventional wear liners have historically been installed inside the chute, but the EVO® 
External Wear Liner from Martin Engineering is placed on the outside, improving skirtboard sealing 
and preventing spillage.  The result is excellent performance with fewer labor hours and a lower cost of 
ownership.   “The wear liner is essentially considered a sacrificial layer,” explained Daniel Marshall, 
Product Engineer at Martin Engineering.  “Removal and replacement used to be a grueling job that 
could require multiple workers and days of scheduled downtime.  Our goals with this design were to 
significantly cut the installation and service time, while reducing risk and improving safety.”   

The Light Bulb Moment 

Previous designs securely welded the wear liner to the inside of the chute, with only the skirt 
seal located on the outside.  The logic behind the conventional design is for the wear liner to 
protect the skirtboard, which is typically ¼ inch sheet metal and not strong enough to with-
stand the sustained force and abrasion from bulk material.   

Instead, Martin Engineering designers came up with the idea of raising the chute work about 
4” above the belt, out of the way of the material, then putting the wear liner on the outside.  
Using this approach, the material still hits the liner and doesn’t damage the chute.  “It was a 
real light bulb moment,” Marshall said.  “We were surprised that no one had tried it before, 
as it has some obvious benefits.”  Click here to read press release. 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Kalamazoon, MI—Hapman, expands the availability of the Helix® Flexible Screw Conveyor 
Quick Ship Program to include the hopper with integral ribbon agitator. The Quick Ship pro-
gram from Hapman provides a 48 hour ship time after order receipt. “The Quick Ship pro-
gram for the Helix has been around for many years. This program is designed to support proc-
essors who need to react quickly to changing customer needs. The addition of the Stainless 
Steel hopper with ribbon agitator was driven by the increased demand for flow-aids in the 
program,” notes Mike Zeluff, Hapman Product Manager with more than 20 years of industrial 
bulk material handling experience. Flow aids are often necessary with a hopper that will hold 
bulk material which has a high moisture content or ability to compact. “Bridging or rat-holing 
is a common challenge in bulk material handling. This means the material will actually stick to 
the sides of the hopper and not flow into the conveyor without continued movement. The 
ribbon agitator will eliminate this flow issue and keep the conveyor running smoothly and production efficient,” states Zeluff. 

Hapman now offers a hopper with integral ribbon agitator in the quick ship for both the 3”, model 300, and 4”, model 400 Helix. 
The hopper with ribbon agitator is stainless steel construction as well as the discharge. The Helix model 300 is also available in 
the program with a UHMW Polyethylene food grade hopper and discharge. Both Helix model 300 and 400 are designed for reli-
able, point-to-point, low cost conveying.   

Additional options available for the Helix flexible screw conveyors are; hopper mounted vibrators to further aid in material flow 
and NEMA 4 fixed speed controls with automatic start/stop function. For more information, call Mike Zeluff at (800) 427-6260, e-
mail mzeluff@hapman.com, or visit hapman.com 

www.hapman.com 

NOW AVAILABLE IN 48 HOURS! 

www.martin-eng.com 

COMPLETE FLEXIBLE SCREW CONVEYOR  
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